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1 Introduction and motivationIn parallel computing one often spends e�ort on certain kinds of precomputations inorder to make the actual parallel algorithm execute faster. These precomputations fallinto two main categories:1. Precomputations in order to reduce dependencies among the di�erent subtasks.2. Determination of how to schedule subtasks to processors.The goal of 1 is to get as many independent tasks as possible to make the problemmore suitable for parallel computations, while the goal of 2 is to minimize the timewhen the last processor �nishes. An example of 1 is to restructure a matrix to makeit more suitable for parallel factorization [7]. In 2 there might be certain constraintson how to schedule the tasks to the processors. There might for example be a partialordering on the subtasks or a release time when each task can �rst be executed.While precomputations to reduce dependencies among subtasks are more ad hocand problem speci�c, there exists a rich literature on how to schedule tasks to proces-sors. For an overview see [4]. With no special constraints on the jobs or the processors,minimizing the total completion time is known to be NP-hard [3], even for two proces-sors.In this paper we present e�cient algorithms for a number of restricted schedulingproblems. In Section 2, we give a formal description of the main problem of the presentpaper and give a simple algorithm for obtaining a solution as close to the optimalas desired. In Section 3 we develop a new exact algorithm and prove its correctness.We also show that the running time of this algorithm is O((n � p)p log p). A numberof related problems and their solutions are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 wesummarize and point to areas for future work.2 Partitioning of sequencesWe consider a restricted version of the scheduling problem. We assume that if job i isassigned to processor j then jobs with lower index than imust be assigned to processorsnumbered at most j and jobs with higher index than i must be assigned to processorsnumbered at least j. Our goal is to minimize the time before the last processor �nishes.To motivate why this particular problem is of interest consider the following examplefrom Bokhari [2]: 2



In communication systems it is often the case that a continuous stream of datapackages have to be received and processed in real time. The processing can amongother things include demodulation, error correction and possibly decryption of eachincoming data package before the contents of the package can be accessed [5]. Assumethat n computational operations are to be performed in a pipelined fashion on a con-tinuous sequence of incoming data packages. If we have n processors we can assignone operation to each processor and connect the processors in a chain. The time toprocess the data will now be dominated by the processor that has to perform the mosttime consuming operation. With this mapping of the operations to the processors,a processor will be idle once it is done with its operation and have to wait until theprocessor that has the most time consuming operation is done, before it can get a newdata package. This is ine�cient if the time to perform each task varies greatly. Thusto be able to utilize the processors more e�ciently we get the following problem: Givenn consecutively ordered tasks, each taking f(i) time, and p processors. Partition thetasks into p consecutive intervals such that the maximum time needed to execute thetasks in each interval is minimized.Bokhari [2] also described how a solution to this problem can be used in parallelprocessing as compared to pipelined. Mehrmann [9] shows how this particular parti-tioning problem arises when solving a block tridiagonal system on a parallel computer.We now give the formal de�nition of the problem:Let the two integers p � n be given and let f�0; �1; :::; �n�1g be a �nite ordered setof real numbers. Let R = fr0; r1; :::; rpg be a set of integers such that r0 = 0 � r1 �::: � rp�1 � rp = n. Then R de�nes a partition of f�0; �1; :::; �n�1g into p intervals:f�r0; �1; :::; �r1�1g, f�r1; :::; �r2�1g,..., f�rp�1; :::; �rp�1g. If ri = ri+1 then the intervalf�ri; :::; �ri+1�1g is empty.Let f be a function, de�ned on intervals taken from the sequence f�0; �1; :::; �n�1g,that satis�es the following three conditions:f(�i; �i+1; :::; �j) � 0 (1)for 0 � i; j � n� 1, with equality if and only if j < i.f(�i+1; �i+2; :::; �j) < f(�i; �i+1; :::; �j) (2)3



for 0 � i � j � n� 1 andf(�i; �i+1; :::; �j) < f(�i; �i+1; :::; �j+1) (3)for 0 � i � j < n � 1.The problem is then:MinMax Find a partition R such that maxp�1i=0 ff(�ri; :::; �ri+1�1)g is minimum overall partitions of f�0; :::; �n�1g.Note that as the MinMax problem is stated there is no advantage in allowing aninterval of zero length. We will, however, in Section 4.1 look at a related problemwhere we will need intervals of zero length. So far we have not said anything about thecomplexity of computing the cost function f . For most realistic problems we expectthe two following criteria to be satis�ed:1. The function f(�j) can be computed in time O(1).2. Given the value of f(�l; �l+1; :::; �k) we can calculate f in timeO(1), where eitherk or l has been increased or decreased by one.A straightforward example of such a function is f(�l; �l+1; :::; �k) = �ki=lj�ij, where�i 6= 0 for 0 � i � n� 1.When there is no possibility for confusion we will use the simpli�ed notation 'jinstead of f(�rj ; :::; �rj+1�1). We will write [rj; rj+1] for the sequence f�rj ; :::; �rj+1�1g.From now on we assume that r0 = 0 and rp = n.The �rst reference to the MinMax problem that we are aware of is by Bokhari[2] who presented an O(n3p) algorithm using a bottleneck-path algorithm. Anily andFedergruen [1] and Hansen and Lih [6] independently presented the same dynamicprogramming algorithm with time complexity O(n2p). The dynamic programmingalgorithm is as follows:Let g(i; k) be the cost of the most expensive interval in an optimal partition of�i; �i+1; :::; �n�1 into k intervals, 0 � i � n � k and 1 � k � p. The cost of anoptimal solution to the MinMax problem is then g(0; p). The initial values are givenby g(i; 1) = f(�i; :::; �n�1) and g(i; n� i) = maxi�j<nff(�j)g. The following recursion4



� := f(�0; �2; :::; �n�1);� := maxn�1j=0ff(�j)g;Repeat� := (� + � )=2;If we can �nd a partition such that maxp�1j=0f'jg � �then � := �;else � := �;Until (� + � � �);Figure 1: The Bisection algorithmshows how g(i; k) can be computed for 2 � k < n� i:g(i; k) = mini�j�n�kfmaxff(�i; :::; �j); g(j + 1; k � 1)ggWe can now solve the problem for k = 1 to p, and for each value of k for i = n � kdown to 0. This gives a time complexity of O(n2p) and a space complexity of O(n) tocompute g(0; p). Once g(0; p) is known the actual placement of the delimiters can becomputed in time O(n).The MinMax problem can also be solved by a bisection method. Since we can easily�nd an upper and lower limit on maxp�1j=0f'jg we can get as good an approximation aswe want by using bisection. We assume that p < n and let � be the desired precision.The algorithm is shown in Figure 1.Note that if f is integer valued and � = 1 the bisection method will produce anoptimal partition. We can determine if there exists a partition such that maxp�1j=0f'jg �� in O(n) time. This is done by adding as many elements as possible to the interval[r0; r1] while keeping '0 � �. This process is then repeated for each consecutive interval.The overall time complexity of the bisection method is then O(n log((�� � )=�)) where� = f(�0; �1; :::; �n�1) and � = maxn�1j=0 ff(�j)g. The running time of this algorithm ispolynomial in the input size but it is dependent on f and the values of �. In Section3 we will present a new algorithm for solving the MinMax problem which has runningtimeO((n�p)p log p). This is more e�cient than the bisection method if log((��� )=�)is large compared to p log p. 5



3 A new algorithmIn this section we present an e�cient iterative algorithm that �nds an optimal partitionfor the MinMax problem. Our algorithm is based on �nding a sequence of feasible non-optimal partitions such that there exists only one way each partition can be improved.This idea has also been used to partition acyclic graphs [8].3.1 The MinMax algorithmFirst we introduce a special kind of partition which is essential to our algorithm.De�nition 1 (A Leftist Partition (LP)) Let R = fr0; r1; :::; rpg be a partition off�0; :::; �n�1g into p intervals where [rj; rj+1] is a most expensive interval of cost 'j = .Then R is a leftist partition if the following condition is satis�ed:Let [rk; rk+1] be the leftmost interval containing at least two elements. Thenfor any value of i, k < i < p, moving ri one place to the left gives 'i � .Let R = fr0; :::; rpg de�ne an LP such that [rj; rj+1] is a most expensive interval ofcost . If rj+1 = rj + 1 so that the interval [rj; rj+1] contains only one element, thenthe partition is optimal. Suppose therefore that the most expensive interval containsat least two elements. Our algorithm is then based on trying to �nd a new partitionof lower cost by moving the delimiters ri, i � j, further to the right. We do this byadjusting 'i downward by removing solely the leading � from [ri; ri+1]. The formalde�nition of the reordering step is as follows:Reordering Step := 'j;While ('j � ) and (j > 0)rj := rj + 1;If ('j < )then j := j � 1;End WhileIf we terminate with '0 �  the reordering step was unsuccessful in �nding a newpartition of less cost than , and we restore our original partition.We now show that given an LP, if we apply our reordering step the resulting partitionwill also be an LP. 6



Lemma 2 The partition obtained after successful application of the reordering step toan LP is also an LP.Proof: Let [rj; rj+1] be the interval from which we start the reordering step. Thenprior to the reordering step [rj; rj+1] is an interval of maximum cost . Let further! �  be the cost of a most expensive interval after the reordering and let rl be theleftmost delimiter such that the position of rl was changed during the reordering. (If! =  then there was more than one interval of cost  in our original partition.) Note�rst that ri < ri+1, l � i � j, after the reordering step terminates. This is becausethe only way we can get ri = ri+1 is if there is an element �k that lies to the left of[rj; rj+1] for which f(�k) = . But this would cause '0 �  when the reordering stepterminates, contradicting the fact that we performed a successful application of thereordering step. We now look at each interval [rq; rq+1] and show that it satis�es theconditions of an LP.� 0 � q < l � 1 and j < q < p. These intervals remain unchanged and since ! � they still satisfy the condition of an LP.� q = l�1. The interval [rl�1; rl] satis�es the condition since the cost of this intervalincreased.� l � q � j. Each of these intervals satis�es the condition since moving rq one placeto the left will give 'q �  � !.Thus we see that after performing a successful iteration of the reordering step onan LP we still have an LP. This concludes the proof. 2If the reordering procedure fails to improve the partition, the following lemma tellsus that the starting partition was optimal.Lemma 3 If the reordering step on an LP is unsuccessful then this LP is optimal.Proof: Let R be a partition to which the reordering step was applied but provedunsuccessful, and let [rj; rj+1] be the interval of maximum cost 'j =  on which thereordering step began. Let R0 be a partition of f�0; �1; :::; �n�1g given by 0 = r00 � r01 �::: � r0p�1 � r0p = n. If r0j � rj and r0j+1 � rj+1, clearly the cost associated with R0 is7



no smaller than that associated with R. In other words, R0 cannot possibly cost lessthan R unless r0j > rj or r0j+1 < rj+1.The reordering step starts by moving rj one place to the right. Since the reorderingstep was unsuccessful there does not exist a partioning of [r0; rj + 1] into j intervalssuch that the maximum cost is less than . It follows that if r0j > rj the cost of R0 isgreater than or equal to .From De�nition 1 it follows that any partition of [rj+1�1; rp] into p�j�1 intervalswill be of cost at least . Thus if r0j+1 < rj+1 the cost of R0 will be at least . It followsthat there exists no partition of f�0; �1; :::; �n�1g into p intervals of cost less than . 2We have now seen that a successful reordering of an LP gives a new LP and thatan LP must be optimal if the reordering step is unsuccessful. It remains to �nd the�rst LP to start the algorithm. But this is easy: we set rj = j for 1 � j < p. Thep � 1 leftmost intervals are each of length one and interval [rp�1; rp] contains the restof the numbers. Thus this placement of the delimiters gives an LP from which we canstart. This also shows that there must exist an optimal LP since we can move each riat most n� p places. Note that if the most expensive interval in the initial LP is anyother than [rp�1; rp] the starting LP is optimal.The complete algorithm for solving the MinMax problem is given in Figure 2.To simplify �nding a most expensive interval we maintain 'j for each interval in aheap ordered by decreasing cost. This heap is updated each time we move a delimiter.3.2 The complexity of the MinMax algorithmWe now give both the time complexity of the worst case and the average case for theMinMax algorithm. In the worst case each of the p�1 interior delimiters is moved n�pplaces. Thus we see that the total number of moves is never more than (n� p)(p� 1).We must �nd an interval of maximum cost before each iteration of the reordering step.Since we maintain the costs of the intervals in a heap this can be done in O(1) time.The heap is updated each time we move a delimiter at a cost of O(log p). Thus we seethat we never do more than (n� p)(p� 1) updates for a total cost of O((n� p)p log p).We note that for p = n the algorithm has time complexity O(n).It is easy to construct examples for which the MinMax algorithm will perform(n � p)(p � 1) moves of the delimiters. Thus this is a sharp bound on the number of8



r0 := 0;rp := n;For i := 1 to p� 1ri := i;Repeati := fj j 'j is maximum over all jg; := 'i;If (ri+1 = ri + 1)then exit;While ('i � ) and (i > 0)ri := ri + 1;If 'i < then i := i� 1;End WhileUntil ('0 � );Restore the last partition;Figure 2: The MinMax algorithmmoves. However, we do not know if there exist problems where one has to do �((n�p)p)updates on the heap where each update costs �(log p).If each possible partition has the same probability of being optimal, the averagenumber of moves in the MinMax algorithm is half the number of moves performedin the worst case. To see this let T be the set of all possible partitions of the formfr0; r1; :::; rpg. The number of moves needed to reach a particular partition in T is�p�1i=1 (ri � i). For each partition in T there exists a unique dual partition f0 = n �rp; n � rp�1; n � rp�2; :::; n� r1; n = n � r0g. To reach this dual partition we need tomake �p�1i=1 (n� rp�i � i) moves. The number of moves needed to reach a partition andits dual is then (n� p)(p� 1), so that the total number of moves needed to reach eachpartition twice is jT j(n � p)(p � 1). Thus the average number of moves to reach apartition in T is (n� p)(p� 1)=2, which is exactly half the number of moves needed inthe worst case. 9



4 Related problemsWe have now seen three di�erent ways in which the MinMax problem can be solved.We have seen that the MinMax algorithm has lower complexity than the dynamicprogramming algorithm, and that for an approximate solution either the bisectionmethod or the MinMax algorithm is the best choice depending on the data and thedesired precision. In this section we will look at some related problems which at �rstmight seem to be more di�cult than the MinMax problem. For each of these problemswe will show how it can be solved by simple modi�cations of the MinMax algorithm.For each problem we also show how the bisection method can be used.4.1 Charging for the number of intervalsWhen scheduling tasks to processors there might be an extra cost associated withsplitting the problem and/or combining the partial solutions in order to obtain a globalsolution. An example of an algorithm which solves such a problem can be found in [11].The total execution time of these algorithms is then maxp�1j=0f'jg+ h(p) for 1 � p � n.Here h(p) is the extra cost of splitting/combining the problem. Sincemaxp�1j=0f'jg+h(p)is a non-smooth integer function the only way to �nd its minimum is to evaluate thefunction for all values of p. In this section we show how this can be done by modifyingthe MinMax algorithm so that we solve the MinMax problem for each value of p between1 and n.As we presented the MinMax algorithm in Section 2 we never encounter intervalsof length zero. However, neither the de�nition of an LP nor the proofs of Lemmas 2and 3 prohibit us from rede�ning an LP to allow intervals furthest to the left of zerolength. It follows that the MinMax algorithm will return an optimal partition fromsuch an LP. Consider the trivial partition obtained by setting rj = 0 for 0 � j < p.If this is used as the starting partition for the MinMax algorithm we have to perform(n � p=2)(p � 1) moves of the delimiters in the worst case.Assume that we have some leftist partition where we have divided the sequence intok intervals 1 � k < n. We now add a new delimiter in position zero thus giving the�rst interval length zero. This partition is still leftist and if we continue the MinMaxalgorithm we end up with an optimal partition for k + 1 intervals.To solve the MinMax problem for each value of p we �rst evaluate the cost functionfor p = 1 before solving it for p = 2. In the last reordering step when we get '0 �  andit becomes clear that the previous partition was optimal, we evaluate the cost function10



for the optimal partition. This value is compared with the previous lowest value. Whenthis is done we introduce a new empty interval in position zero and continue and solvethe problem for p = 3. This is then repeated for each consecutive value of p � n. Inthis way we will �nd the value of p which minimizesmaxp�1j=0f'jg+h(p). The maximumnumber of steps we have to move the delimiters is n(n � 1)=2 giving an overall timecomplexity of O(n2 log n).If we use the bisection method for each value of p to �nd an optimal partition weget a total time complexity of O(n2 log(� � � )=�)).4.2 Bounds on the intervalsIn this section we will consider the MinMax problem with the added restriction thateach �i has a size and there is a limit on the maximum size of each interval. This isthe case when scheduling jobs to processors and each processor has a limited amountof memory to store its job queue.Let s be a function de�ned on continuous intervals of f�0; �1; :::; �p�1g in the sameway that f was de�ned in Section 2. We call s(i; j) the size of the interval f�i; :::; �jg.Formally the problem now becomes:Bounded MinMax Given positive real numbers U0; U1; :::; Up�1, �nd an optimalpartition for the MinMax problem with the constraint that s(rj; rj+1 � 1) � Uj for0 � j � p� 1.Note that there might not exist a solution to the bounded MinMax problem. Thiscan in fact be determined by testing if the starting partition satis�es the size constraints.The starting partition is given by setting the delimiters as far left as possible whilemaintaining the restrictions on the size of each interval. More formally the startingpartition is given by r0 = 0; rp = n and the following formula: ri = minfj j j �0 ^ s(j; ri+1 � 1) � Ui ^ s(rk; rk+1 � 1) � Uk; i < k < ng, 0 < i < n. If this givesus s(0; r1 � 1) > U0 then there exists no solution to the bounded MinMax problem;otherwise, there exists a solution.Let rk be the leftmost nonzero delimiter, and let  be the cost of a most expensiveinterval. We now de�ne a leftist partition such that moving ri to the left for k � i < pcauses at least one of the following two events to occur:11



1. 'i � 2. s(ri; ri+1 � 1) > UiOur reordering step is as follows:i := fj j 'j is maximum over all jg; := 'i;While ((s(ri; ri+1 � 1) > Ui) or ('i � )) and (i > 0)ri := ri + 1;If s(ri; ri+1 � 1) � Ui and ('i < )then i := i� 1;End WhileIf we terminate with '0 �  or s(0; r1�1) > U0 the reordering step was unsuccessfuland we restore our original partition.It is straightforward to modify the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 to show that repeatedapplications of the reordering step will converge to an optimal partition. Since eachdelimitermight be movedO(n) times, the time complexity of this method isO(np log p).The bisection method can also be used to solve this method without altering itstime complexity.Note that if s(ri; ri+1 � 1) = ri+1 � ri (the number of elements in each interval)and each Uk is a positive integer then we can use the following starting partition:ri = maxfi; n��p�1l=i Ulg, 0 < i < p. This gives a time complexity of O((n � p)p log p).4.3 Cyclic sequencesIn this section we consider the problem when the data is organized in a ring. Thismeans that the sequence f�rp�1; :::; �n�1; �0:::; �r0�1g is now interval p. We assume thatthe data is numbered clockwise �0; �1; :::; �n�1. The problem now becomes: Find apartition R = fr0; r1; :::; rp�1g such that maxp�1j=0f'jg is minimum.Note that we no longer require r0 = 0 and that we do not make use of rp.Our reordering step is similar to the one used in the MinMax algorithm. The maindi�erence is that where in the MinMax algorithm we would have terminated when'0 � , we now continue and try to move r0 to make the interval [r0; r1] less expensive.12



For i := 0 to p � 1ri := i;While (rp�1 6= 0)i := fj j 'j is maximal over all jg; := 'i;If r(i+1)modp = ((ri + 1) mod n)then exit;While ('i � ) and (rp�1 6= 1)ri := (ri + 1) mod n;If 'i < then i := (i� 1) mod p;End WhileEnd WhileRestore the previous best partition;Figure 3: The cyclic MinMax algorithmWe continue to run the algorithm until rp�1 = 0. The algorithm is as shown in Figure3. If the algorithm exits with ri+1 = ri + 1, we know that the partition is optimal. Asthe following lemma shows this is also the case if the algorithm exits with rp�1 = 0.Lemma 4 When rp�1 = 0 we have encountered an optimal partition at some stage ofthe algorithm.Proof: Let t0; t1; :::; tp�1 be an optimal placement of the delimiters such that tj < tj+1for 0 � j < p� 1, and the most expensive interval is of cost . In the starting positionwe know that rj � tj for 0 � j � p � 1. Let ri be the �rst delimiter which is movedpast ti. Let further � be the cost that we are trying to get 'i below. When ri = ti weknow that � � 'i. We also know that 'i �  since ri+1 has not been moved past ti+1.This implies that � � . But since  was the optimal solution we must have � = .Thus at some point of our algorithm we had a partition that was optimal. 2As soon as rp�1 has been moved to position 0 we know that at least one rj has beenmoved passed tj (since tp�1 � n� 1) and that further moving of the delimiters will notdecrease the cost of the most expensive interval. We can now restore the previous best13



partition knowing that it is optimal. It is clear that this algorithm has running timeO((n � p)p log p).To solve for all values of p we will have to restart the algorithm from scratch eachtime. This gives a running time of O(n3 log n).The initial problem can also be solved using the bisection method. First we parti-tion f�0; �1; :::; �n�1g into p intervals such that no interval contains more than dn=peelements. Let 'i be a most expensive interval. Then if we start the bisection methodstarting from each �j where ri � j � ri+1 we will �nd an optimal partitioning. To seethis note that any partitioning that does not contain a delimiter in the interval [ri; ri+1]will be of cost > 'i. The time complexity of this method is O(n2=p log((� � �)=�)).If we want to solve the problem for each value of p the time complexity becomesO(n2 log n log((�� �)=�)).4.4 The MaxMin problemWhen solving the MinMax algorithm we try to make the cost of the most expensiveinterval as low as possible by leveling out the cost of the intervals. Another way tolevel out the cost of the intervals is to ask for a partition such that the cost of the leastexpensive interval is as high as possible. The de�nition of this problem is as follows:MaxMin Let f be as for the MinMax problem. Find a partition such thatminp�1j=0f'jg is maximum over all partitions of �0; :::; �n�1.Note that both the bisection method and the dynamic programming approach canbe modi�ed to solve the MaxMin problem.As we did for the MinMax problem we �rst de�ne a special kind of partition.De�nition 5 (A MaxMin Partition (MP)) Let R = fr0 = 0; r1; :::; rp�1; rp = ngde�ne a placement of the delimiters such that [rj; rj+1] is a least expensive interval ofcost 'j = . Then R is an MP if the following condition is satis�ed:� Moving ri, 0 < i < p, one place to the left gives 'i�1 � .Note that the starting partition for the MinMax algorithm also is an MP. Thisfollows since moving ri, 0 < i < p, will make ri�1 = ri and thus 'i�1 = 0. If [rp�1; rp]is a least expensive interval this MP is clearly optimal.14



r0 := 0;rp := n;For i := 1 to p � 1ri := iRepeati := maxfj j 'j is minimal over all j} := 'i;While ('i � ) and (i 6= p � 1)ri+1 := ri+1 + 1;If 'i > then i := i+ 1;End WhileUntil ('p�1 � );Restore the last partition;Figure 4: The MaxMin algorithmThe main di�erence between the MinMax algorithm and the MaxMin algorithmis that in the MaxMin algorithm we move the right delimiter of the current intervalinstead of the left. Also, once the current interval has reached the desired size wecontinue to work with the interval to its right. The algorithm is shown in Figure 4.The reason for breaking ties by choosing the rightmost eligible interval is to avoidmoving some rk past rk+1. To see that this has the desired e�ect we need the followinglemma:Lemma 6 Let rj; :::; rl be the delimiters that are moved during one iteration of theRepeat-Until loop in the MaxMin algorithm. Then ri < ri+1, j � i � l, after theiteration.Proof: Let  be the initial cost of 'j�1. We �rst show that ri � ri+1, j � i � l,after the iteration of the Repeat-Until loop. The proof is by induction on the numberof delimiters moved in the while-loop. The �rst delimiter which is moved is rj. Sinceinitially rj+1 > rj and because rj is moved only one place, the induction hypothesisremains true after rj has been moved.Assume that the while-loop has progressed to 'k�1, j < k, and that ri � ri+1 forj � i < k. If 'k�1 >  or k = p the reordering step is done and the induction hy-pothesis remains true. Assume therefore that 'k�1 �  and k < p. By the way j was15



chosen we have 'k > . This implies that moving rk until rk = rk+1 will give 'k�1 > .Therefore rk is never moved past rk+1 and the induction hypothesis remains true. Themain result now follows since after each iteration of the Repeat-Until loop we have0 <  < 'i for j � 1 � i � l (with the possible exception of 'p�1). By the way f isde�ned this implies that ri < ri+1, j � i < l. 2The following two lemmas show that the MaxMin algorithm does produce an opti-mal partition. Their proofs are similar to the proofs of Lemma 2 and 3 and are omittedhere.Lemma 7 The partition obtained after a successful application of the reordering stepon an MP is also an MP. 2Lemma 8 If the reordering step on an MP is unsuccessful then the MP is optimal. 2It is not di�cult to show that the MaxMin algorithm has both the same upper limiton the time complexity in the worst case and the same average case time complexityas the MinMax algorithm.5 ConclusionWe have shown algorithms for the MinMax problem and several variations of thisproblem. The time complexity of the algorithm for the initial problem was shown tobe O((n � p)p log p). This was compared to other algorithms which either had worsetime complexity or had a time complexity which was dependent on the f function andthe size of the numbers in the sequence. We based our algorithm on �nding sequencesof non-optimal partitions, each having only one way it can be improved. This seems tobe a useful technique in the design of algorithms.In a recent development Olstad and Manne [10] have improved the dynamic pro-gramming approach for solving the MinMax problem to O(p(n � p)). However, sincetheir method uses dynamic programming it must perform p(n� p) steps on any input,where our algorithm might perform fewer than (n � p)p log p steps depending on theinput.A problem similar to the MinMax and MaxMin problems is to �nd the partitionsuch that maxp�1j=0f'jg�minp�1j=0f'jg is minimum over all partitions. One could be lead16



to believe that it is possible to solve the MinMax problem and the MaxMin problemsimultaneously thus giving an optimal solution. This however is not the case as the fol-lowing example shows. Consider the sequence f3; 3; 1; 5; 2g with f(�l; :::; �k) = �ki=l�i.If we partition this sequence into p = 3 intervals the MinMax problem has the uniquesolution f(3; 3) = 6, f(1; 5) = 6 and f(2) = 2. While the MaxMin problem has uniquesolution f(3) = 3, f(3) = 3 and f(1; 5; 2) = 8. Thus we see that in general it is notpossible to solve both problems at the same time.An approximation to this problem can be found by �rst running the MinMax algo-rithm. Once a most expensive interval [rj; rj+1] has been found, the MaxMin algorithmcan be run to partition [r0; rj ] into j intervals and [rj+1; rp] into n � j � 1 intervals.This can also be done by running the MaxMin algorithm �rst followed by the MinMaxalgorithm.Finally, we note that the MinMax problem can be generalized to higher dimensionsthan 1. In 2 dimensions the problem becomes how to partition a matrix A by drawingp1 horizontal lines between the rows of A and p2 vertical lines between the columns,such that the maximum value of some cost function f on each resulting rectangle isminimum. However, we do not know of any solutions to the partitioning problem fordimensions larger than one.6 AcknowledgmentThe authors thank Sven Olai Høyland for drawing their attention to the bisectionapproach in Section 2. They also thank Bengt Aspvall for constructive comments.References[1] S. Anily and A. Federgruen, Structured partitioning problems, OperationsResearch, 13 (1991), pp. 130�149.[2] S. H. Bokhari, Partitioning problems in parallel, pipelined, and distributed com-puting, IEEE Trans. Comput., 37 (1988), pp. 48�57.[3] M. R. Garey and D. S. Johnson, Complexity results for multiprocessorscheduling under resource constraints, SIAM J. Comput., 4 (1975), pp. 397�411.17
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